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Abstract. This paper presents the current and thermal phenomena of multi-stacked No-Insulation (NI) REBa2Cu3O7-x 
(REBCO, RE = Rare Earth) pancake coils during a local normal-state transition. An NI winding technique is expected to 
enhance the thermal stability of REBCO pancake coils, and it was verified in numerical simulations on a single pancake coil. 
However, a multi-stack of pancake coils are used to generate a high magnetic field in practical applications. When a normal-
state transition occurs in one of multi-stacked pancake coils, it may deteriorate the stability of the other pancake coils. 
Therefore, we have developed a numerical simulation code to clarify the current and thermal behaviors of multi-stacked NI 
REBCO pancake coils using a partial element equivalent circuit model and a thermal finite element method. 
Keywords: High Temperature Superconducting Magnet, PEEC method, No-Insulation REBCO Pancake Coil. 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 

 
In recent years, a REBa2Cu3O7-x (REBCO, RE = Rare Earth) pancake coil using a No-Insulation 

(NI) winding technique [1, 2] has received attention to realize REBCO applications. In a conventional 
REBCO pancake coil, a sheet of insulation is co-wound between turns. However, in an NI REBCO 
pancake coil, an insulator is removed, and a current can flow between turns. Therefore, when a local 
normal-state transition occurs in an NI pancake coil due to a degradation of REBCO tape or a 
temperature rising, a current can also flow from a turn to adjacent turns so as to avoid the local 
normal-state zone (local hot spot) as seen in Fig. 1. Thus, the NI winding technique makes it possible 
to prevent a current from flowing into highly resistive REBCO region, and it is expected to enhance 
the thermal stability. The NI REBCO magnet stability is so high that burning-out does not occur even 
when a pancake coil quenches. Moreover, as a REBCO pancake coil does not even burn out, it can be 
reused after the coil is cooled again. Due to the stability enhancement, NI REBCO pancake coils are 
expected to be applied to NMR/MRI and accelerator [3, 4]. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawings of current behavior in conventional insulated pancake coil and newly developed No-Insulation 

pancake coil. Figures indicate the top view of single pancake coils having 3 turns. 
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the newly developed simulation coupling with the PEEC method and the 2-D thermal FEM. 
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The high stability of NI REBCO pancake coils have been verified in experiments, however it was 
shown only with an overcurrent test [1]. Based on this background, we have previously developed the 
numerical simulation to confirm the current and thermal behaviors of a single NI REBCO pancake 
coil on a local normal-state transition using a partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method [5, 6]. 
However, in real applications, multi pancake coils are usually stacked to generate a high magnetic 
field. When one of stacked pancake coils transitions into a normal state, it is confirmed that the 
normal-state-transitioned pancake coil loses a generation of self-magnetic field [5], and a current is 
induced in the other pancake coils. The induced current is consumed as Joule heating generation in the 
pancake coils, and the same amount as the magnetic energy stored in the quenched coil is consumed 
by the contact resistance. Consequently, the Joule heating generation, i.e. temperature rising, may 
deteriorate the stability of the not-quenched pancake coils. In fact, it was observed in experiments that 
the quench of one pancake coil sequentially propagated to the other pancake coils. Especially at low 
operating temperature (i.e. a large operating current), the stored magnetic energy is so large that the 
Joule heating invokes to burn out pancake coils. Thus, in order to confirm whether the quench 
propagation invokes the burning-out or not, the behavior of multi-stacked NI REBCO pancake coils 
must be investigated in simulation in detail. Therefore, we have previously developed an 
electromagnetic simulation for multi-stacked NI REBCO pancake coils [7]. However, the developed 
simulation code cannot reproduce quench propagation because the thermal behavior is not taken into 
account. Consequently, we have newly extended the previously developed method so that a thermal 
analysis can be performed by 2-D finite element method (FEM). In this paper, we present the 
simulation method of multi-stacked NI REBCO double pancake coils on local normal-state transition 
combining the PEEC method and the 2-D FEM. We also present the simulation results of there-
stacked NI double pancake coils after the quench, with comparison to the results of the conventional 
method [7]. 

 
2. Simulation Method 

 
With the proposed simulation method, the electromagnetic and thermal behaviors of multi-stacked 

NI REBCO pancake coil are simulated. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the developed simulation method. 
First of all, the electromagnetic behavior is computed by the PEEC method. It derives the current 
distribution inside each pancake coil and the Joule heating generation as an input of the thermal 
analysis. Then, the thermal analysis is performed by the 2-D FEM, inputting the obtained heating 
parameters. It derives the temperature distribution inside of each pancake coil, and the temperature 
determines the equivalent electrical resistivity of REBCO layer at the next time step. This is the outline 
of the proposed simulation method.  

In the circuit analysis, an NI pancake coil is subdivided to partial elements in circumferential 
direction every turn, and they are expressed as an equivalent circuit. Fig. 3 shows the cross section of 
REBCO tape and the schematic drawing of the equivalent circuit model of one partial element. The 
equivalent circuit of the partial element consists of the equivalent resistance of superconducting layer, 
the copper stabilizer resistance, the self-inductance, and the mutual inductances with the other elements. 
The Hastelloy substrate is not considered in the circuit analysis since it has a large value of resistance. 
The equivalent resistance of superconducting layer is calculated according to the n-value model, and 



the critical current density is obtained from an approximate equation derived from the experimental 
data [8]. Since there is no insulation between turns, the contact resistance has to be considered in the 
radial direction. The entire view of equivalent circuit of NI REBCO double pancake coil is shown in 
Fig. 4. It is expressed as two single pancake coils connecting at the innermost turn with a crossover turn. 
Each single pancake coil is electrically and thermally insulated each other, however the current and the 
heat flow into an adjacent single pancake coil through a crossover turn. The equivalent circuit model is 
computed from the equations based on the Kirchhoff’s first and second laws as follows: 
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where, i, d, Δt, and n are the element number, the number of circumferential division, the time step of 
simulation, and the number of elements, respectively. IL and Ict are, respectively, the currents flowing 
in the circumferential and radial directions. I’L means the circumferential current one time step before. 
Rsc, Rst, and Rct are the equivalent resistance of REBCO layer, the resistance of copper stabilizer, and 
the contact resistance between turn-to-turn windings, respectively. Mij is the self ( ji = ) and mutual 
( ji ≠ ) inductances of the partial elements. 

After the circuit analysis, the thermal analysis is performed by 2-D FEM. The governing equation is 
given by  

QTλ
t
Tcρ +=
∂
∂ Δ  (3) 

where, ρ, c, T, t, λ, and Q are the specific heat, the mass density, the temperature, the time, the 
thermal conductivity, and the heat density, respectively. The heat propagates in the radial and 
circumferential directions. The heat density is obtained from the circuit analysis result. The pancake-to-
pancake heat propagates only through a crossover turn. An adiabatic condition is supposed as a cooling 
condition, and the specific heat and the thermal conductor are temperature-dependent that are decided 
from the value of the previous time step. The thermal analysis produces the temperature distribution 
necessary to compute the critical current density. 

 
3. Simulation Model and Result 

 
In this section, we present a simulation result of multi-stacked NI pancake coils after quench. Table 1 

lists the specifications of the simulated NI REBCO magnet. The magnet consists of three-stacked NI 

 
Fig. 4. Entire view of equivalent circuit of NI REBCO double pancake coil 
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Fig. 3. Cross section of REBCO tape and schematic drawing of equivalent circuit model of one partial element. Equivalent 

circuit of partial element consists of the equivalent resistance of superconducting layer RSC, the copper stabilizer resistance 
Rst, the self-inductance L, and the mutual inductances M.  
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REBCO double pancake coils. The every pancake coil has 100 turns, and they are wound with 
SuperPower 2G-HTS tape [9] using the NI winding technique. The turn-to-turn contact resistivity is 
supposed to be 7.0 μΩcm2 [10]. The simulation condition is listed in Table 2. The magnet is operated at 
10 K. The coil critical current is 860 A, and the magnet is operated with 100% load factor. It is 
supposed that the entire lowermost pancake coil transitions into a normal state in the simulation.  

The simulation results by the proposed method are presented below, together with comparison of the 
conventional method in which a thermal behavior is not considered. 

  
3.1. Current and Temperature Distributions 

 

Fig. 5 shows the circumferential current distribution at 1.0 s after the normal-state transition of (a) 
the conventional method and (b) the proposed method. In the both figures, the circumferential current 
of the lowermost pancake coil transitioned into a normal state is almost zero, because almost the current 
flows in the radial direction. Meanwhile, the different distribution can be seen in the other not-
quenched coils. In Fig. 5 (a), the circumferential current in #2-U-#3-U coils is larger than an operation 
current of 860 A. This is due to the induced current by the quench of the lowermost pancake coil. 
However, in Fig. 5 (b), the current decreasing is observed in #2-L and #3-U. This is because these coils 
quenched due to the induced current.  

Next, the temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 6. In the pancake coils where the current 
decreasing occurs, the temperature rises up. This temperature rising causes the critical current 
decreasing. Subsequently, the current flows in the radial direction. As shown above, the proposed 

TABLE 1 
SPECIFICATIONS OF SIMULATION NI REBCO MAGNET 

Parameters Values 
REBCO tape 

REBCO tape width [mm] 4.0 
REBCO tape Thickness [mm] 0.096 
Copper stabilizer thickness [μm] 20.0 
REBCO layer thickness [μm] 1.0 
Ic @ 77 K, self-field [A] 115.0 

Single pancake coil 
Coil i.d, o.d [mm] 60.0, 79.2 
Flange (insulator) width [mm] 1.0 
Number of turns (each pancake) 100 
Contact resistivity [μΩ·cm2] 70.0 

Magnet 
Number of double pancakes 3 
Coil height [mm] 29 
Inductance [mH] 23.9 

 
TABLE 2 

SIMULATION CONDITIONS 
Parameters Values 
Time step [s] 0.1 
Simulation time [s] 50.0 
Load factor [%] 100 
Operating temperature [K] 10 

 

         
            (a)               (b) 

 
Fig. 5. Circumferential current distribution at 1.0 s after normal-state transition by (a) conventional method (not including 

thermal analysis) and (b) proposed method (including thermal analysis). 
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method makes it possible to reproduce sequential quench propagation from pancake to pancake.  

3.2. Time Transition of Current and Temperature 
 

In this section, the time transitions of the current and temperature are presented. Fig. 7 shows the 
average circumferential current transition of each pancake by (a) the conventional method and (b) the 
proposed method. In order to except the influence of heat propagation from the crossover turn, the 
average current is calculated only by the outer 50 turns. In Fig. 7 (a), the circumferential current of 
every pancake coil increases after the normal-state transition of #3-L. Although the currents gradually 
decrease, they do not go below the operating current. Meanwhile, in Fig. 7 (b), though the currents 
increases temporarily, it is immediately decreases to almost 0 A.  

Next, the average temperature transition of each pancake is shown in Fig. 8. At the same time of the 
current increasing, the temperature also increases. By the temperature rise, the critical current decreases. 
Subsequently, the more heating is followed, and the circumferential currents decrease. The 
circumferential current decreasing (i.e. magnetic field decreasing) anew leads to quench the other 
pancake coil. Consequently, all of the pancake coils will quench sequentially. This is the mechanism of 
the sequential quench propagation from pancake to pancake. As shown above, the proposed simulation 
method makes it possible to clarify the mechanism of quench propagation by combining a thermal 
analysis. 

As mentioned above, we showed the possibility of sequential quench propagation. However, even 
when the sequential quench occurs, the NI pancake coils do not receive any damage, and they can be 
reused as long as they do not burn out. In Fig. 8, the average temperature of the #3-L of turn-to-turn-
insulated coils is also shown with a black dotted line. When the pancake coil is insulated between turns, 
the temperature drastically increases, and it reaches to 500 K immediately. Meanwhile, in the NI 
pancake coil, the temperature is not so high that a coil burns out. As the result, we can conclude that the 
NI winding technique can keep the coils healthy even when sequential quench propagation occurs. 

 
             (a)                 (b) 

 
Fig. 7. Average current transition of each pancake by (a) conventional method and (b) proposed method. In order to except 

influence of heat propagation from crossover turn, average current is calculated only by outer 50 turns. 
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Fig. 6.Temperature distribution at 1.0 s after normal-state transition by proposed method  
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we present a new numerical simulation method to investigate the thermal and 

electromagnetic behaviors of multi-stacked NI REBCO pancake coils. In the simulation, the circuit 
analysis is performed by the PEEC method, and the thermal analysis is performed by the 2-D FEM. The 
circuit analysis identifies the current distribution and the Joule heat generation. Using the obtained 
parameters, the thermal analysis is performed to obtain the temperature distribution. The temperature 
distribution decides the critical current of REBCO tape in the circuit analysis. 

We also present the simulation result of three-stacked NI REBCO pancake coils after the normal-
state transition in the lowest pancake coil, by the conventional method (not including the thermal 
analysis) and the proposed method, individually. In the conventional method, the current reduction is 
confirmed only in the pancake coil which firstly transitioned into a normal-state transition. However, in 
the proposed method, the current reduction is confirmed in the other pancakes and the quench 
propagation through the entire magnet is reproduced.  

In the simulated magnet, it is concluded that the temperature does not rise up to a terrible temperature 
to burn out coils, and the stability can be maintained. However, since the radius of simulated magnet is 
small, we will investigate whether a larger-size magnet using NI winding technique, which has a large 
inductance and a large stored magnetic energy, is damaged by a sequential quench or not.  
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Fig. 8. Average temperature transition of each pancake. In order to except influence of heat propagation from crossover 
turn, average current is calculated only by outer 50 turns. Black-dotted line is the average temperature of #3-L which is the 

lowermost coil of three-stacked insulated REBCO coils. 
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